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What does it take to get to the top? If you are Mathews,® it’s inspiration, a history o

Mathews® is a proud supporter of
The National Archery in the Schools Program!

Over 300,000 students taught nationwide in 2004!
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y of innovation and an unwavering dedication to making the world’s best bows!

New “Double Damper” Roller Guard

for even more vibration-cancelling performance

Best-ever combination of
speed and smooth-shooting!
318* fps IBO!

New StraightLine
Cobra Cam
TM

with dual perimeter
weights (fast like LX,
smooth like OUTBACK)

* Approximately

Archery is back in schools, thanks to the
National Archery in the Schools Program.
By the end of 2004, 20 states will have
launched pilot programs! NASP isn’t just
about archery. It’s about kids. Archery teaches
kids responsibility, discipline and respect.

It gets kids off the sofa and out-of-doors.
It appeals to students who are not the fastest,
strongest or most athletic. It even improves
school attendance! Do your part. Help get
archery into a school near you. For more
information, visit nasparchery.com
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May 2005

Volume 9

16 Lancaster Archery

Carole and Rob Kaufhold are retailers and distributors who know the importance of bowhunting to their
sales. (That’s Rob holding those elk antlers at lower
left.) But they’ve made recreational archery training
and sales one of the priorities for Lancaster Archery
Supply. They’re banking that the youngsters who shoot
with them today or that are being trained in the NASP
they’re giving major support to will be buying bows,
arrows and accessories for decades to come.
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From The Publisher: A fresh new look
We’re emphasizing design as well as content.

10

Product Showcase
New hunting sights from Copper John, Sure-Loc and
Montana Black Gold are in the line-up.

26

ArrowTrade’s ATA Show Coverage
Here’s our most colorful coverage ever of the archery
industry’s premier trade show.

66

Dear Arrow Trade: Letters From Readers
Two writers comment on the downside to the new flat
tax on arrows.
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Industry News
Distributors shows, shooting schools, and counterfeits.
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ATA News & Views
Jay McIninch explains Federal
Excise Tax changes, and suggests a
new consumer-based tax.

76

Game Scouting Cameras
Film is giving way to digital, with
remote monitoring and video
capture on the horizon. Written
and researched by Bob Robb

84

Rainy Day Wear
From rain-resistant to fully water
proof/breathable, Pat Meitin
reviews dozens of garments that can
keep customers warm and dry.

89

Leaf River Digital Game Camera

New Feedback Column: Dealer-To-Dealer
If your ideas are used we’ll send a free Buck Wear T-shirt.

90

Advertising &
Product Directory
A quick guide to editorial
coverage, ads & reader
response numbers.

98

Carbon Arrows For
Traditional Archers
Durable wood-grained
carbon shafts are great
for stick bow shooters.
By Dale Karch and
Todd Smith.

102

Selling Blinds To Bowhunters
Respected outdoor writer Bill Winke helps retailers understand
features hunters need and how to make any blind more effective.

108

Dealer Workbench-Arrow Rest Tech 101
Before heading off to Denmark to help coach the U.S. Archery
Team, Larry Wise put together this refresher course on setting up
arrow rests.

114

Silks Bow TestMathews Switchback
The best Mathews hunting bow
ever: That’s what Jon Silks found
when he had the opportunity to
test two Switchbacks.

120

Business Break-Setting
Fair Service Rates
Find out what other retailers
typically charge for service, and
get some signs up on the wall.
That’s the first step to turning a
profit on more of your valuable
expertise and time.
Circle 11 on Response Card
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Introducing A Fresh
erhaps due to my background as a writer and editor, it’s always been easier
for me to focus on the editorial
content of ArrowTrade than the
overall appearance. The more
information we can give the
readers, the happier I am. That’s
why, especially in the last couple
years where our advertising base
has been growing, we’ve
increased the page count and
added additional columns like
Traditional Focus and Business
Break.
But even I was surprised last
fall when we took the time to
count the actual words of editorial copy and found over three
comparable issues we ran
approximately twice the content
of either competing publication.
Now to be fair, I have to point out
we publish six issues a year, while
Archery Business has seven and
Inside Archery nine. So I can’t
claim we deliver twice the editorial content over
the course of a
year. But ads run
within individual
issues, and if you
believe that readers respond well to

P

ads in magazines that deliver lots
of useful information, then
ArrowTrade is doing what it’s
supposed to for both its advertisers and its readers.
So how do we keep improving
ArrowTrade from here on out? By
making the publication more colorful and more visually inviting.
This issue we’re introducing a
fresh new look for ArrowTrade.
We’ve made color available on
every page, instead of limiting it
to sections of the magazine. And
we’ve designed new graphics for
many of the sections of the magazine. I’ve found my wife, who
became
ArrowTrade’s
Art
Director last year, is just as
demanding about how she wants
to improve the look of the publication as I am about what the
copy coveys. So while I was
tempted to make this May issue a
record 132 pages so we could
begin our Kinsey’s Show
Coverage, we compromised on a
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New Look
very colorful 124 pages.
This May issue also introduces an exciting new column,
Dealer-To-Dealer. I’ve always
found veteran retailers more than
willing to share ideas that are
helping them win more customers and make more money
(or get more sleep.) That’s why
ArrowTrade periodically devotes
the cover story to an outstanding
retail business. Now, with the
support of Buck Wear, we’ve got a
new way for dealers across North
America to help each other while
they earn a nice bonus. We’ll be
sending a colorful huntingthemed T-Shirt to every retailer
whose comments are published
in Dealer-To-Dealer. Check out
the introduction of this new column on page 89 of this issue.
Look for the first feature drawn
from it in the big July issue of
ArrowTrade, along with our coverage of the Kinsey’s Archery
Dealer Show.
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See what’s new from Fred Bear at a dealer near you.
Call Toll Free At 866.556.2754 or Visit Us At FredBearOutdoors.com
Escalade® Sports products may be manufactured and/or licensed under the following patents. Additional patents may be pending. One or more of the listed patents and/or pending patents may cover specific product. Archery: 4649889, 4739744, 4748962, 4774927,
4879988, 4957094, 5005554, 5020507, 5040520, 5054462, 5099819, 5119796, 5141689, 5301651, 5322297, 5331941, 5335644, 5365650, 5368006, 5392756, 5392757, 5495843, 5501208, 5505185, 5623915, 5651355, 5678529, 5718212, 5718213, 5720269,
5749351, 5791322, 5809982, 5842460, 5879252, 5881705, 5890480, 5894835, 5901692, 5921227, 5947099, 5996567, 6024076, 6035840, 6142132, 6152124, 6155243, 6178958, 6200237, 6425385, 6443139, 6460528, 6550467, 6588411, 6634348, 6655371
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©2005 Escalade® Sports 817 Maxwell Ave. Evansville, IN 47711
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Black Gold Skylight Features SkyCoil
Montana Black Gold, has introduced the Skylight coil fiber sight
with top-mounted SkyCoil which the company claims is 300 percent
more efficient at gathering and transferring light than other
wrapped-fiber sights.
"Because light comes from above, it just makes sense to put the
fiber optics on the top of the bowsight where they can gather the
most light," says Montana Black Gold founder and president Mike
Ellig. "Our new SkyCoil is incredibly bright, and this sight features all
of the quality construction on which we've built our reputation."
Skylight features include:
Fully protected fiber optics-no loose or exposed fibers as on
other wrapped fiber sights.
Four Skylight pins-.030 diameter for less target blackout.
Precision-machined aluminum components
Full metal pin guard.
Built-in level for more accurate shooting
Round pin guard (designed to line up with your peep) with
extreme white painted perimeter.
Fully finished contoured and radiused edges.
For more information about the Black Gold Skylight, contact
Montana Black Gold, (406) 586-1177.
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Gamekeeper Spray Developed
Hunter’s Specialties has developed a spray that will
help prevent the growth of E Coli and other bacteria
that can cause wild game to spoil. Priced at just $3.99,
the package contains chemicals the purchaser mixes
with 22 ounces of clean water. Sprayed on the meat or
fish, the liquid lowers the PH and creates
an acid base where bacteria can’t grow.
Dealers can contact Hunter’s Specialties
in Iowa at (319) 395-0321.
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Buck Stop Has New Time-Release Scents
Buck Stop has introduced a unique new scent for hog and
bear hunters, and has also developed a new unscented Buck
Beads for use with your customer’s favorite liquid scent.
Both products come in a large, shaker style dispenser and
utilize a compressed, biodegradable bead to carry the scent.
Boar Beads come packed with the smell of fermenting corn,
a powerful attractant for both black bear and wide-ranging
wild hogs. These
beads won’t violate
bear baiting restrictions because they

have no food value: They’re simply a carrier for the powerful
corn scent.
Buck Beads Unscented are designed for use with any liquid
scent, but work particularly well with urine and gland-based
deer scents. The hunter removes the inner freshness seal and
pours in between 1-1/4 ounces and 2 ounces of liquid scent,
then recaps the product. Within 30 minutes, the scent should
be completely absorbed. Buck Beads won’t spill or soak into
the ground. They keep putting scent out for days and are a
good way for customers to get more value out of costly premium liquid estrus scents.
Reach Buck Stop in Michigan at (800) 477-2368.

Circle 167 on Response Card
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Dead Nuts Sight Has New Little Brother
The popular Dead Nuts hunting sight from Copper John has a
new little brother. At lower left, Doug Springer holds the compact Little John and the
latest version of the company’s Dead Nuts sight.
The three pin Little John
has a short mounting
bracket that contributes
to its weight of only three
pounds. “Bob Foulkrod
told us he wanted a sight
that would ride closer to the limb pockets, so if he set his bow down on its face the limb
pockets would touch the ground before the sight did,” Springer said in explaining the
origin of the new model. He and brother Eric also wanted to build a sight that could
compete on price with imported sights and some of those that use molded plastic
components. To do that they designed the new model to minimize machining time
and they invested in a compact robotic unit that applies the company’s signature
orange highlight ring, moving down a tray of 40 of the pin guards at a time. They also
left off the level and the feature that allows you to level a Dead Nuts sight to your riser.
The suggested retail price of the Little John is $39.95, compared to $59.95 on the fullsized Dead Nuts. Reach Copper John in New York at (315) 258-9269.

MTM Offers
New Compact
Arrow Case

SHOOT
• SHOOT
• Easy,EARLIER
just aim like
a rifle. LATER
•
Eliminates
low-light
• SHOOT BETTER
SHOOTshooting
QUICKER
issues.

With rifle-like accuracy.

• Ensures proper and consistent
shooting form.
See field
testers’with
results at
• Quick
on target
enhanced
pin
selection.
www.fastestbows.com
•
CNC
Can be usedmachined.
with Savage & Cobra pendulums.
• Dealer inquiries
welcomed!
Patent Pending
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Customers can transport
and store their arrows by the
dozen with MTM’s new Ultra
Compact Arrow Cases. They offer solid
protection to one of the most important
pieces of gear that brings down the game. These
are ideal for soft bow case pockets and fit in some of
the hard cases. They offer a stackable design and when purchased in clear smoke, large windows at either end present an
unobstructed view of points or fletching inside. Notched foam padding keeps
arrows secure and separated. Two snap-over latches and double padlock tabs offer
good security. The cases measure 33 inches long, 5.9 wide and just 3 high. Reach
MTM Molded Products Company in Ohio at (937) 890-7461.
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Sure-Loc Introduces Special Ops
Version of Lethal Weapon Sight
This newest addition to the Lethal Weapon series offers maximum fiber optic pin
brightness, perfect for early morning and late evening hunts. A generous 2 feet of
fiber for each of the five pins is housed in a specially designed light gathering clear
housing. This makes for brilliant “dots” whether they choose the .019 or .029 size.
Positioning the sight for that perfect shot is simple with micro windage and
gang-elevation adjustments. This sight is also third-axis adjustable for accuracy at
extended ranges and sports an easy-to-see level that can be mounted on top or
bottom of frame.The dual angled tracks will give a zero pin gap.The sight is carried
on a Sure-Loc signature isogrid 6 inch extension that fits within an included dovetail mounting block. Light kits and glow stick packages are available as accessories.
For more information on Lethal Weapon hunting sights or any Sure-Loc product,
contact C.S. Gibbs Corporation by calling (812) 689-9926.

Modular Storage Available On Tree Saddles
Trophyline now allows hunters to select a base Tree Saddle model and then
"trick it out" with the modular pouches that accommodate the needs of the individual hunter. Each Tree Saddle™
features "Mod-Loops" around the
waist. Modular Pouches can be easily added and relocated all around
the waist.
The innovative modular design
that resulted provides three Base
Tree Saddle Models to choose from
including:TS8 - Ambush Saddle with
cool mesh seat; TS9- Stealth Saddle Camo Tree Saddle with Neoprene
seat cushion for warmth and comfort; and TS10-Falcon Saddle - of
form-fitting leather.
The Modular Pouch and
Accessory line includes an
Accessory Pouch, Short and Long
Optics Pouches, Large Main Pouch,
Thermos Pouch, Hydration Pack, and
Saddle Muff. There are also
Suspenders (for the original Tree
Saddle) and a SaddleBag with backpack straps. Reach Trophyline at
(706) 692-0214.
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Add it
uparker
Phoenix 34 Outfitter

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Phoenix 34 Bow
Montana Black Gold Sight
Quick Shot Whisker Biscuit
Two Piece Quiver
4 Super Carbon Arrows
Sims LS Mods
Sims Limb Savers
Total
Sims String Leeches
Value
$860
Angled Peep Sight
Braided Bow Sling
Factory Set Up—Ready to Shoot

vs.
$ 719.95

Switchback
Bow

+ Hat

$ 769.95

LIFETIME

WARRANTY
PARKER COMPOUND BOWS • MINT SPRING, VA
540-337-5426 • www.parkerbows.com

Done
with the Math?ews

®

Still want that “free”
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